Obesity and 1-Year Mortality in Adults After Sepsis: A Systematic Review.
In recent years, researchers have noted an "obesity paradox," where individuals with obesity survive sepsis at higher rates than their nonobese counterparts. This systematic review summarizes the literature on studies examining the association between obesity and 1-year mortality among patients admitted with sepsis, severe sepsis, or septic shock. Using a comprehensive search strategy, a systematic review was conducted to identify studies examining the association of obesity and sepsis mortality. PubMed, Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature, and Elton B. Stephens Company host databases were searched for the terms sepsis, obesity, mortality, and adult. The initial search identified 189 studies, 9 of which met inclusion criteria. Of these, four provided evidence that obese or very obese patients with sepsis have lower mortality than nonobese patients. Methodologic differences in the remaining five studies, which reported conflicting results, limit generalizability. This systematic review on the association of obesity and sepsis mortality found three studies that demonstrated lower sepsis mortality among obese patients in the first 30 days and one showing that this protective effect extends up to 1 year. Given the increased number of patients surviving sepsis, it is important to consider long-term mortality and further describe the variables associated with increased survival.